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ABOUT MAKEMYTRIP
Founded in 2000, MakeMyTrip 
(India) Private Limited 
(“MakeMyTrip”) has become 
one of the leading online travel 
company in India, revolutionising 
the industry along the way. 
Success is founded on a simple 
ethos: empowering the Indian 
traveller with instant booking 
through MakeMyTrip platform, 
cutting-edge technology and 
dedicated customer support. 

For more information go to: 
https://www.makemytrip.com

MAKEMYTRIP SHOWS HOW TO KEEP 

TECHNOLOGY PARTNERSHIP AS FRESH AS 

THE DAY IT WAS FORMED

ALWAYS KEEPING THAT  
FRESH FEELING

The relationship between MakeMyTrip and Tata 
Communications makes a brilliant study in achieving such a 
happy outcome.

MakeMyTrip had grown rapidly. MakeMyTrip and Ibibo Group 
Private Limited are part of the same group. MakeMyTrip and 
Ibibo together are referred to as “GoMMT”. 

Rajesh Dalal, Vice President, Technology, at MakeMyTrip, 
says: “The cloud was the obvious candidate for the scalability 
needed to cope with our success, but we wanted to test it in a 
benign environment before making a full-scale commitment.”

Tata Communications stepped forward to offer an IZO™ Private 
Cloud service configured as a test and development platform in 
one of its international-standard data centres.

SELFLESS PROOF OF CONCEPT

That Tata Communications gesture helped GoMMT prove 
the cloud’s reliability and scalability, while ironing out any 
wrinkles in preparing for what would be a massive transition 
programme. Following that 24-month test and development 
phase, the company chose the leading cloud company for 
software and data hosting.

“Tata Communications helped us run a hosting proof of 
concept, and also offered sound advice around problems that 
can be encountered in moving to a public cloud environment,” 
says Rajesh. 

“Tata Communications helped us run a hosting 
proof of concept and also offered sound advice 
around problems that can be encountered in 
moving to a public cloud environment.”

RAJESH DALAL, VICE PRESIDENT, 
TECHNOLOGY, MAKEMYTRIP
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99.9% SLA  

achieved and exceeded✓

https://www.makemytrip.com


AVOIDING EXPOSURE TO THE INTERNET

For companies like GoMMT, security risks are one of 
the potential public cloud problems identified by Tata 
Communications. “Exposing our sensitive cloud traffic to the 
uncontrolled nature of the Internet was a real danger,” says 
Rajesh, “and one for which we needed a comprehensive, 
foolproof solution.”

An innovative answer to that challenge from Tata 
Communications saw the introduction of IZO™ Private 
Connect. With a Tata Communications Global VPN provided 
to establish fully meshed MPLS links between the existing 
GoMMT sites, cloud traffic is carried over IZO™ Private 
Connect subnets.

IZO™ Private Connect routes the public cloud traffic 
exclusively over the Tata Communications Global VPN, 
keeping it entirely separate from the Internet.

“This solution not only means our customers and users get a much 
better experience, but also avoids the capital expense that might have 
been incurred on firewalling and other on-premise security products.”
RAJESH DALAL, VICE PRESIDENT, TECHNOLOGY, MAKEMYTRIP

CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE AND USER BENEFITS

The low latency offered by the Tata Communications IZO™ 
Private Connect and Global VPN combination ensures 
a superior customer experience. All GoMMT locations 
are able to securely and virtually instantaneously access 
corporate applications running in public cloud.

Rajesh confirms: “This solution not only means our 
customers and users get a much better experience, but 
also avoids the capital expense that might have been 
incurred on firewalling and other on-premise security 
products.”



DDoS DEFENCE PROVEN IN PRACTICE

With millions of online visitors every month GoMMT needs to 
be able to continuously improve website performance while 
protecting customer data against a fast-changing cybersecurity 
landscape.

“The rising threat of DDoS attacks on ecommerce sites – with 
global online merchants like ourselves as prime targets – must be 
mitigated,” says Rajesh.

So, GoMMT chose a Tata Communications fully managed DDoS 
solution. Part of the Tata Communications Managed Security 
Services (MSS) portfolio, this scrutinises all Internet traffic in real 
time to identify anomalies. If DDoS activity is detected, all GoMMT 
web traffic is redirected to scrubbing farms, where every single 
bit and byte is inspected. Suspicious packets are quarantined; 
legitimate traffic is sent safely on its way.

Rajesh confirms: “In this manner, staff get clean, high-speed 
Internet access, while customers get a fast, seamless web 
experience free of the nuisance of cyberthreats.”

ONGOING DIGITAL COMPANY TRANSFORMATION

Returning to our opening theme, displaying the first-class service 
GoMMT has become accustomed to, Tata Communications’ 
assistance in the transition to public cloud saw a virtually 
problem-free project, while 24/7/365 support keeps the show 
on the road. Availability SLAs of 99.9 per cent are unfailingly 
achieved and exceeded.

E-commerce is an area that continues to grow at an astonishing 
rate while customers’ rapidly rising expectations drive technology 
innovation. “We’re an e-commerce company by definition,” 
Rajesh concludes. “We’ll continue to work hand-in-hand with 
Tata Communications on our transformation programmes in the 
interests of always better serving our customers.”

ABOUT IZO™ PRIVATE CONNECT
IZO™ Private Connect links businesses to 
cloud services over Tata Communications 
MPLS or Ethernet-based Global 
VPNs. Global partner interconnect 
arrangements mean companies get a 
cloud connectivity one-stop shop. As 
part of a cloud enablement platform, 
using IZO™ Private Connect taps into a 
global ecosystem that provides secure, 
high-performance connections between 
enterprises, cloud service providers and 
third-party data centre partners. 

https://www.tatacommunications.com/
services/network/cloud-ready-networks/
izo-private-connect/

ABOUT MANAGED  
DDoS PROTECTION
Tata Communications DDoS 
protection defends against complex 
application layer attacks. Adding Tata 
Communications’ management and cloud 
technology it delivers real-time detection 
and mitigation, protecting critical assets 
like the data centre. Only malicious 
traffic is blocked, while legitimate traffic 
continues to flow normally. Security 
updates and forensic reports bring more 
control over attack responses. 

Find out more at: https://www.
tatacommunications.com/services/
managed-security/network-and-
infrastructure-security

www.tatacommunications.com
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“Staff get clean, high-speed Internet 
access, while customers get a fast, 
seamless web experience free of the 
nuisance of cyberthreats.” 
RAJESH DALAL, VICE PRESIDENT, 
TECHNOLOGY, MAKEMYTRIP
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